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Abstract 
Piotrow, M., On the complexity of counting in the polynomial hierarchy, Theoretical Computer 
Science 81 (1991) 77-95. 
We investigate the time complexity of the following counting problem: for a given set of words 
A, a length n and a number k, check whether A contains exactly k words of length n (in symbol, 
if cr,( n) = k). Oracle alternating Turing machines of a constant number of alternations 
( &on\, -ATMs) are used to solve the problem. A machine queries its oracle to check, en a single 
step, if XE A, for any word x. We prove that no &.,,,, -ATM can solve in polynomial time even 
the following restricted counting problem: for a fixed t, u : N --, N, I c u and an integer p 2 2, for 
a given set A such that I= cn d u and numbers n and k, check whether c,~( n I= k mod p, provided 
that between I and u there is a function _f with superpolynomial mint/( n 1.2” -fC n)). In other 
words, it shows that counting requires superpolynomial amount of time, unless A or A is sparse 
or an unbounded number of alternations can be made. Then we consider an approximate counting 
problem and prove a new lower bound on the complexity of &.,,“,,-ATMs that solve that problem 
in polynomial time. 
In many combinatorial problems we have to count the number of objects having 
a certain property. Abstract1 is can be described as a probl of computing, for 
a given set A z X*, C = (0, e values of a function c,( r!! = ‘I whm.p A” AA ,, . . . . -a* I. =ra11 
“. The corresponding decision problem is to recognize a latiguage CCWNT( 
(,‘I x 1(1= c,Jn)}, where I is written in binary notation. 
* This research was suppa)rted by the grant P.1.09 from the Institute of Informatics, University of 
Warsaw an e grant C Academy of Science. 
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Let M.” denote a Turing machine M with an associated oracle A. Let I, u :N-,N 
be such that I( n ) C td( n ) s 2”, for all n E N. We say that M solves the counting 
problem in an interval [I, u] if for all A c X*: 
VndV (f(n)~cA(n)~u(n)) implies L(M”)=CQUNT(A). 
For I(n)=0 and u(n) = 2”, we say simply that M solves the counting problem. We 
consider also a slightly simplified problem, namely, a p module-counting problem, 
with COUNT(A) replaced by COUNT,,(A) = { 1” # ill= c&r) mod PI- 
It is clear that a deterministic TM is unlikely to solve such a problem much faster 
than in exponential time, since, presumably, the only possible way to do this 
sequentially is to check all words of length II, one after another. But if we consider 
alternating TMs of a constant number of alternations (Xc,,,,-ATMs, in short), which 
give some possibilities of parallel computations, one might expect that this can be 
done in polynomial time. 
Several authors have investigated the complexity of counting. Valiant [12] has 
introduced the class #P of functions describing the number of objects with poly- 
nomial-time recognizable definitions and he has proved that certain problems are 
in this class. Paris and Wilkie [S] have investigated counting problems in the class 
A,, of relations definable by arithmetic formulas with bounded quantifiers. They 
have proved that sparse 3,) sets can be counted in & and, using Ajtai’s result [I], 
they have shown that ther * a set that cannot be counted modulo 2 in A(,. In [3], 
Balcazar et al. have proved that sparse sets A can be enumerated in the class A?^. 
A certain example of module-counting problems, namely the PARITY problem, 
has been used to find an orac!e that separates the polynomial-time hierarchy from 
PSPACE. Furst et al. [5] have reduced the problem of constructing such an oracle 
to the problem of proving an exponential superpolylog lower bound on the size of 
fixed depth, unbounded fan-in Boolean circuits that compute PARITY. They gave 
a superpolynomial lower bound, independently improved by Ajtai [l] to 0( n’O&“), 
but Yao [ 143 was the first whose lower bound was sufficient o obtain the separation 
result. Restating the result in our terms: it has been proved that no polynomial-time 
v -LI1n\1 -ATM can solve the counting problem. In 191, we have conjectured that such 
machines can only solve the problem in intervals of the form [0, 41, where (I is a 
polynomial, provided that we consider only sets A such that IA”1 G 2”~I. 
Two easy observations can be made ccncerning solving a counting problem in 
:m interval [I, II] by a & ,,,,,, - ATM M. First, M can count elements either in A” or 
in K?‘I - A”, choosing (by guessing) that one which contains less elements. Second, 
the:ime used by .M depends on u(n j, which, in this case, bounds min(c,(n), 2” - 
Q(~~ 1) instead of c.,t 11). In Section 2, we prove that for each k 2 1 and for each 
r/(n) s 2” ’ there is a LA, + 2 -ATM that can solve the counting problem in the interval 
[0, u] in time 
O( n + 14’ A (rt) l log u(n)). 
In other words, using a constant number of alternatioeas we can reduce polynomially 
the amount of time required to solve the counting problem. An interesting question 
remains whether a superpolynomial reduction is possible. 
In Section 3, we prove firstly that for each interval [0,9 J, where 9 is a polynomial, 
there exists a Dp-machine M that solves the counting decision problem in this 
interval. Recall (cf. 173) that a V-machine M is a pair (IV,, AL), where IV, and 
IV2 are NP-machines and t(M) = t( N,) - t( IV?). Then, using the method of [S], 
we reduce the question of a superpolynomial reduction to :he question of the 
existence of “small” fixed depth, unbounded fan-in Boolean circuits that compute 
so called pseudo-majority functions. 
In Section 4, we follow the method of [6] to establish an exponential ower bound 
on the size of such circuits, giving in this way a negative answer to that question 
and proving our conjecture of [9]. To be more precise, no polynomial-time 
c const -ATM can solve a modulo-counting problem in any interval that contains a 
function f such that min(f( n), 2” -fc n )) is superpolyncmial (i.e. not bounded by 
a polynomial). 
Since exact counting is not feasible, one might look for some approximation of 
cA( n). Let us recall that a function g : N --, R-J approximates a function f: k-l --* N within 
a factor r:N+(l,+~) if for any n&J: 
Stozkmeyer [f 11 has proved that for each F, d > 0 there is a Ji;-machine M that, 
for each A, can compute an approximation of c,(n) within a factor r(n) = 1+ en-’ 
and then he has shown that 3: cannot be replaced by $ in this statement. Recall 
that a &machine M is a pair (D, IV), where D (resp. N) is a polynomial time 
deterministic TM (resp. &-ATM) and MA = D’ ’ Iv ” . To compute the approximation 
D makes O(log n) oracle queries. In Section 5, we improve this lower bound. First, 
one can easily observe that, in the case of proving lower bounds, we can replace 
the problem of computing g(x) by a decision problem DP, on condition that for 
each instance I of DP there is a word x such that x can be easily computed from 
I and g(x) suffices to decide 1. Our decision problem is to check whether 
cA(n)/r(n)d~ctl(n)v=(n) hoids,forafixedfactor~:N+(l,+~),fora!l AGZ” 
and for all inputs 1” # I such that: 
le[cA(n)/r”.‘(n), c,,Jn)/r’ ‘(n))u(c,.Jnb’ ‘(n), cJnV?n)l. 
We prove that for each polynomial factor P there is a recurst :e set A such that 
neither 2$machines nor J7!-machines can solve this decision problem for A. 1It is 
also proved that our problem is a proper one, that is, it can be easily solved provided 
that we can compute an approximation of c.,(n) within a 
In the last section, some possibilities of furthe 
Namely, we conjecture that a &machine that ma 
oracle queries cannot compute an approxi 
At the end of this section, let us notic 
(1” # 111s c,,(n)} can be used as an oracle by a 
rovements are discussed. 
search, computes values of cA(n). Since 
1” # IEltcount(A) ifl 3~2” (1” # (!+k)&OUNT(A)), 
the results of this paper can be easily translated to the case of Itcount languages. 
It is assumed that a reader is familiar with the notioirs of alternating Turing 
machines and oracles. We recall only the definition of the A-relativized polynomial- 
time hierarchy (cf. [2,7, lo]): 
27” = NP(A), 274 = NP(ZrA)= ~{NP(B)IBEZ~~}, 
fly-” = (-0 - zy+“, A:” = P(YrfI-9), DA={L,-L~L,,L2~NP(A)}. 
2. Counting by hash functions 
First, we prove that for each interval [0, u] and for each k 2 1, there exists an 
1 COW4 -ATM that solves the counting problem in [0, u] in time 0( u”“(n)). It means 
that, using a constant number of alternations, we can obtain a polynomial reduction 
of the time complexity of counting problems. To obtain such an upper bound, we 
use universal hash functions of Carter and Wegman [4] and a method based on 
ideas borrowed from Paris and Wilkie [8]. In the following sections a question 
about a superpolynomial reduction will be investigated. 
Let us recall (cf. [4]) the definition of a class of universal hash functions and ; 
theorem that gives such a class. 
Let H be a class of functions from X into Y. For f~ H and u, w E X we define 
S,(u, w) = 
1 if UP w andS(u)=f(w), 
0 otherwise. 
Let &(u, ~7) =I ,t H 6, (u, w). We say that H is a class of universal hash functions 
if 
eorem 2. (Carter and Wegman [4]). L4f X={O,l,..., x-l}, Y= 
(091 v-l} _.“9. and let p 3 x be a prime aumber. Then the class H = { fq,r 1 q f 0 and 
4, r< P ard .f;,,,W = (((I 9 z + r) mod p) mod J: for all z E X} is a class OJ universal 
hash jitnctioh3. 
[f H is a class of universal hash .funcrions from X into Y 4 Id ] YI 9 1, 
* > 0, tlren & any srrbse! S c X such that ISI ” ’ _ fi ] Yl there exists Jf E H which is 1 - 1 
on S. 
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Prod A function f E H is l-l on S if a d only if cu, s x H,t s S,( u, w) = 0. We have 
thus there is j’E H such that Cltcs CwES S,( u, w) = 0. 0 
Theorem 2.3, Let u : !+I + IV be s&i that u( n) =Z 2”, for all n E IN. 711en for each integer 
k a P there exists an Zzk+2 -ATM that for all Ac, Z* such that 
min, cA( n), 2” -cA(u))G u(n) (1) 
accepts COUNT(A) in time Qn + u’lk( n) l log u(n)). 
Proof. Let k be any fixed positive integer. We describe a machine M that accepts 
COUNT(A), for all A such that (1) holds. 
Let 1” # m be M’s input, X = (0, 1, . . . , 2” - 1} and let S c_ X be the set of numbers 
whose binary representations belong to A” provided that m s 2”-’ or, otherwise, 
to C” - A” (possibly with meaningless zeroes). M writes down a word l”, choosing 
existentially its length y 6 2n and then guesses parameters p, 4 and r of a universal 
hash function & that maps X into Y = (0, 1, . . . ,2?‘- 1) and which is l-l on the 
set S. 
Since fy,,(S) contains the same number of elements as S and y can always be 
chosen to be O(log u(n);, M counts elements of S,,,( S) instead of elements of S. 
M does this by a step by step partitioning of the set Y into consecutive intervals 
such that each of them, except the last one, contains the same number of elements 
off,,,(S). M guesses existentially the partition and the number of elements off,,,(S) 
in each of the intervals, then chooses universally one of them and repeats the same 
actions to check that the chosen interval contains the guessed number of elements. 
The computation of M is divided into two parts. In the first one, M writes down 
sequences of numbers. M starts by defining tlo = -1, w. = 2?‘, m, = min( m, 2” - m) 
andthenfori=1,2,..., k it executes (i.1) and (i.2). (v,, wi) is a considered interval 
at J m, is a supposed number of elements in it. 
(i.1) Guess existentially t,, m: , m:’ and a sequence xi , xi, . o l , x:, (possibly 
empty); XJ (j = 1, . . . , t,) are supposed elements of&J S) and also boundaries of a 
partition of (v,, w,). 
(i.2) Choose universally j = 0, 1, . . . , f, and define 
1 
v, - 1 if j =0, 
u,= , 
3 otherwise; 
I 
w,-1 if j = f,, 
w,= , 
XI+1 otherwise; 
4 m, = 
if j Z f,, 
m:’ otherwise. 
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In the second part of the computation, M chooses universally one of the points 
(3)-(8) and checks whether the chosen statement is true. 
(31 Parameters p, 9 and r are correct: 
2*cpc2’*~9~rcphqfO~V~~z’>l (pfiz-z'). 
(4) fy,r is l-1 on S: 
(5’ All ~1 are elements of (tri-1, wi_,)nfy,,(S): 
vI’~{l,..., k} VjE{l,..., ti} 
(6) Al! xi are well ordered: 
ViE{l,...,k} VjE{l 9 l l l 9 fi-1) (Xj<Xj+l)* 
(7) The number mi_ 1 of elements in (Vi- 1, wi-1) is correct with respect o the 
numbers nr : and my of elements in subintervals: 
ViE{l,..., k) (mi_l-ti=m:a ti+my). 
(8) Intervals on the deepest level do not contain elements of Jq,J 5): 
ml,=OAVz,Z’ (ZESAVk<Z’<Wlijf,,(Z)fZ’). 
Now we are going to prove the correctness of the algorithm: MA accepts 1” # m 
if and on!y if m = c,(n). If m = CJ n) then, from the construction of the algorithm, 
there is an accepting computation tree of M “( l* # m ). The inverse implication can 
be derived from (4) and 
(9) 1” # m E L( M”)*Vi E (0, . . . , k) (mi = i(t_i, pi j ~‘~~~,i(Sjlj, 
as 
if m d 2”-’ 
IA”1 otherwise. ’ 
We prove (9) by a backward induction on i. For i = k it is true by (8). Now let 
us assume it is true for some j > 0 and consider i - 1. All xj (j = 1, . . . , ti) are elements 
of (v,- I, w, +) njJS), by (5), and they are in increasing order, by (6), so they 
define a partitio of (O,_,r I&,). y (i.2, and th e induction hpothesis, the first ti 
intervals contain m: elements of .t,,,( S) each and the last one contains rn7 elements 
of it. Thus, by (7), ! 1 = L’, I , B’, I( I ) f--d,,rf WI* 
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It is easy to see that, in the first part of the computation, M makes 2k - t 
alternations ending with a universal branch. In the second one, it makes two mcjre, 
since each condition of (3)-(8) with universal quantifiers and the equality 
&Jz) = z’ can be checked in & (n) (it follows from Woods’ result [ 131 that 
the relation x l y = z can be checked in &-TIME(n)). Thus M is a .Zz~+2-machine. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for y = 0( log u(n)) there exists fq,r that is l-l on 
S. If m=c&) then b,, . . . , tk can be chosen in an accepting computation tree in 
such a way that ti s u”&(n), for i = 1,. . . , k. To see this let us observe that, for 
l - I- 1 ,...,k-1, if ti= [u”“(PI)J, m:= lmi__l/tiJ -1 and m:‘=mi-, mod t,, then (7) 
holdsandmi~u’~i’k(n).Thusm,_l~u”~(n),sochoosingt~=m,_,wehavem,=0, 
as it is required in (8). Since the length of each X: is y, the guessing sequences can 
be written down in time 0( n + u”~( n) l log u(n)). Provided that m = C&I), any of 
the statement (3)-(8) can also be checked in time O(n + u”‘(n) . log u(n)). 
To sum this up, M is a &k+?’ TIMEA(n + u”k(n) l log u(n))-machine accepting 
COUNT(A). Cl 
3. Counting in the poly 
We begin this section by proving that for each polynomial &I) there is a 
D-machine 14# that solves the counting problem in the interval [O, 41. Recall that 
a D-machine M is a pair (N,, A@, where N, and Nz are NP-machines and 
f4( MA) = L( IV?) - t( IV;). Then we introduce pseudo-majority functions and fixed 
depth, unbounded fan-in Boolean circuits to prove that if a polynomial-time 
2 const -ATM could solve a modulo-counting problem in an interval [I, u], then “small” 
Boolean circuits would exist to compute pseudo-majority functions. In the next 
section, we find such a lower bound on the size of these circuits which suffices to 
show that a polynomial-time Xc,,,,- ATM cannot solve a modulo-counting problem 
in any interval that contains a function,f: for which min(f( n ), 2” -f ( 3)) is superpoly- 
nomial (i.e. not bounded by a polynomial). 
Theorem 3.1. For any polynomial q there is a D-machine M such that, for all A 5 .E* 
with 
min( cA( n), 2” -cA(n))s q(n), (1) 
MA accepts COUNT(A). 
Let no be a constant such that for all P z n,, we have q(n) < 2”~‘. Let A be 
such that (1) holds. Clearly, it suf? xs to prove that 
C(A)=COUNT(A)n{l” # llnan,} 
is in the class D” si ) - C(A) is a P”-language and D” is closed 
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under summation with PA-languages. Let 
LE(A) = (1’ # 11 n 2 n, and [(IS q(n) and k CA(n)) 
or (k-2”-q(n) and ra~A(n))]} 
LT(A)={I” # ll(bq(n) or kc,(n)) and (1<2”-q(n) 0 
It is easy to see that C(A) = LE(A) - LT(A). 
Both LE( A) and LT( A) are NP( A)-languages. To prove this we describe nondeter- 
ministic TMs M and l ’ that accept LT( A) and LE( A), respectively. Given an input 
I” # I, M performs the following algorithm: 
(1) if 13 q(n) then go to (3); 
(2) guess I+ 1 words of length n and verify whether all of them belong to A; if 
not, REJECT otherwise go to (3); 
(3) if I < 2” - q(n) then ACCEPT otherwise guess 2” - I+ 1 words of length n 
and ACCEPT if and only if none of them belongs to A. 
M’ performs a similar algorithm: 
(1) if n < tlr, then REJECT otherwise go to (2); 
(2) if k q(n) then guess I words of length n and verify whether all of them 
belong to A; if it is true then ACCEPT otherwise go to (3); 
(3) if I< 2” -q(u) then REJECT otherwise guess 2” -I words of length n and 
ACCEPT if and only if none of them belongs to A. 
Obviously, both M and M’ spend a polynomial amount of time performing these 
algorithms. Cl 
Let [a] denote the greatest integer not greater than Q. We say that f: 2” + C is 
an n-ary pseudo-majority (PM, for short) function if f(x) = 0 for all x containing 
exactly [in - l] ones and f(x) = 1 for all x containing exactly [in] ones, for other 
x, the vaiue of f(x) can be arbitrary. 
We consider unbounded fan-in Boolean circuits. Let {x, , x2, . . . , Xn) be a set of 
input variables, let -& denote the negation of xk and let 0 and I be constant circuits. 
r -circuits -0 and &circuits are elements of {x, , . . . , Xng -iz, , . . . ,3”, 0, 1). A Xi,.,- 
circuit (resp. a I7,+ ,-circuit) is a nonempty set of Q-circuits (resp. &-Circuits). The 
set is also called an OR gate (resp. AND gate) and the number of its elements is 
called fan-in. i is the depth of a E, (resp. ITi)-circuit. 
We say that a depth k circuit c is a subcircuit of a depth i circuit C (k < i) if 
CE C or there is a circuit C’E C such that c is a subcircuit of C’. The size of a 
circurt is the total number of its different subcircuits. 
variable circuits compute functions from C” into C. &(&)- 
compute the identity function of xh, the negation of x4, the 
constant 0 function and the constant 1 function, respectively. A X,+ 1 (resp. ITi +,)- 
e conjunction (AN )) of the functions 
ems. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let f: N + N be a function such that f(n) G 2” and let g(n) = 
min( f( n), 2” -f(n)). Let M be a polynomia! time Ei-ATM and suppose that for some 
n, k E N, k 2 2, I= f(n) mod k, and all sets A” such that 
1’ # 1 is accepted by MA if and only if 1 A”1 = 1 mod k. Then,for some pol_vnomial p( n) 
(depending on M) there exists a depth i + 1, 2p”r’ -size circuit that computes a 2g( n)-ary 
pseudo-majority function. 
Proof. Repeating the construction of [S], we can obtain from M a Z$‘-sentence 
o(y) such that o”(y) holds if and only if y E L( MA) and aA = 
a.!, Q_F? 0.0 Q.!,+,RAh,~w.., ~r+r,y), where 3’ and VP denote polynomial- 
bounded quantifiers and RA can be computed by a deterministic polynomial-time 
TM that makes at most one oracle query. Since oA( 1” # 1) is true if and only if 
t1 
IA I = I mod k, without loss of generality, we may assume that all queries to A are 
about words of length n. 
The redicate RA 
mined 1 y at most one oracl query qj, so it may be considered as a Boolean gate 
with the response 5 as an input. Replacing 3’- and VP-quantifiers with OR and 
AND gates of 2“‘*’ inputs corresponding to particular values of the qualltified 
variable, we obtain a Boolean circuit of 2” variables rl , rz, . . . , rz’>. 
Obviously, the depth of the circuit is i+ 1 and its size is bounded by 2”“‘), where 
p(n) = (i + l)q( n). The circuit gives the output value 0 for all inputs containing 
exactly f(n) - 1 ones and the value 1 for all inputs containing exactly f(n) ones. 
If f( n) s 2”-’ (that is, if g(n) = f( n)) then, by replacing 2” - 2f (n) variables with 
0, we obtain a circuit computing a 2g( n)-ary yM function. If f( n) > 2”-’ then, by 
replacing 2f( n) - 2” variables with 1 we obtain a circuit of 2g( n) = 2(2” -f(n)) 
variables to compute a pM function. Cl 
4. Pseudo-majority lower bound 
in this section, we study pseudo-majority functions and the size of Bsole;n circuits 
that compute them. Theorem 4.1 establishes an exponential ower bound on their 
size and then Theorem 4.4 states, based on this lower bound and Lemma 4.2, that 
no polynomial time &,,,,- ATM can solve a modulo-counting problem in any interval 
that contains a function f such that min( f (n ), 2” -f( n )) is su 
The general idea of proving lower bounds on the size of fix 
fan-in Boolean circuits that compute a certain function is as follows (cf. [S, 6, I4]). 
={J,:Y+&nEN} oolean functions and let sh (k 2 2) be 
er bound functions. to prove is that for each k > 11 there 
is a constant nl, such that e&h tes 
.f;, has size at least sh ( pt ), provided n i nc, .
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Let the bottom fun-in of a circuit G be the maximum fan-in for any depth 1 
subcircuit of G and let br, :N -+ N (k 2 2). We restrict our attention to those depth k 
circuits whose bottom fan-in is bounded by b,(n). Let C be a class of such circuits 
that compute functions from F. We proceed by induction on the depth k. Using 
combinatorical arguments, we prove that the lower bound holds for all depth 2 
circuits from F. In the induction step, we convert each depth k circuit from C of a 
large enough number of variables into a depth k - 1 circuit from a3 depending on 
less variables. Having the lower bound on the size of depth k - 1 circuits from C, 
we can derive the lower bound on the size of depth k circuit from C. 
To convert a circuit we use a restriction, that is, a partial assignment of circuit’s 
variables. We should choose such a restriction p that, after simplifying the circuit 
with p, it still computes afunction from F and its depth 2 scbcircuits can be inverted, 
with the bottom fan-in still appropriately bounded. After that depth 2 and 3 
subcircuits are of the same type, so we can collapse them obtaining a depth k - 1 
circuit from C. Since exact description of such a restriction is not easy, probabilistic 
methods are used to prove its existence. 
Formally, a restriction p of a set of variables X = (x,, . . . , x,,} is an assignment 
X + (0, 1, *}, where p(x, ) = * means that x, remains a variable. Applying p to a 
circuit G of variables X we obtain a new circuit G,,, with the set (xi )p(x,) = *} as 
input variables. The inductive definition of G,,, is as follows: 
(i) depth 0 circuits: O,,, = 0, I,,, = 1, 
0 if p(x,) =O, ‘II if p(x,) = 1, 
-%I&, = 1 ifp(x,)=l, R ,,,, = 1 
I 
if p(x,) =o, 
x, if p(x,) = *, 3, if p(x,) = *‘; 
(ii) & + ,-circuit (resp. I& + ,-circuit) G, 
0 if&=1 ,..., s (resp. 3j=l,..., S) G,,;,=O, 
G,,, = t if $= 1,. . . , S (resp. Vj= 1,. . . , S) Gj~~,=l* 
{G,/,, 11 d j s s A G ,,,, e (0,1)) otherwise. 
Let 0~ p < 1 be a real number. We consider a probability distribution R,, that 
independently assigns, for each i, the probabilities 
Pr[p(x,) = *] = p 
The following is the main theorem of this section. Its proof follows the ideas of 
the proof of Hastad’s theorem stating the lower bound on the size of fixed depth, 
unbounded fan-in Boolean circuits computing the parity function and his comments 
concerning the majority function [6]. 
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and let C h be a set of depth k circuits G such that G contains s sh (n ) subcircuits of 
depth at least 2 and has bottom fan-in s bl, ( n ). 73en . for each k > 1 there exists a 
constant nk such that, for aN n > nk, no circuit from CL can compute an n-ary 
pseudo-majority function. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. 
For k = 2 we only need to observe that n-ary pM function cannot be compr.ted 
by a depth 2 circuit with bottom fan-in %a -&vr. In fact, let us suppose that an AND 
of ORs from Q=k can compute an n-ary pM function (the case: an OR of AhDs is 
symmetric). Then for an input that contains exactly in - 1 ones at least one of ORs 
should have value 0. Choose one of such ORs. Since the OR depends on s ,$n input 
variables, we can change the value of a zero-assigned variable to one without 
changing the value of that OR. But after the change the circuit value remains 
unchanged though the function has new value 1. 
Suppose now that the statement is true for all depth k - 1 circuits. Let G, E C, 
compute an n-ary pM function. To arrive at a contradiction we shall show that for 
all sufficiently large II there exists a restriction p such that GnlI, computes an m-ary 
pM function (for some m > nh _ J and it can be converted into a circuit from Cc, _ !. 
We use a restriction p chosen at random from the distribution R,, where p = pn(n). 
The restriction p we look for should fulfil the following: 
(A) it assigns the same number of zeros and ones, and at least m = pc, (n) l N stars; 
(B) every depth-2 cubcircuit of G,,,, can be reversed from an AND of OKs to an 
OR of A’NDs (or from an OR of ANDs to an AND of ORs) with bottom fan-in 
still bounded by bL _ I( m ). 
The same number of zeros and ones guarantees that G,, ,, still computes a pM 
function. Now we are going to establish the probabilities with which (A) and (B) 
hold. 
t n - up I’ 2 
Pr(A)= 1 
n! 
,_() ili!(n -2i)! 
The first inequality follows from the fact that 2i( Z’) 2 2”, the second is true since 
the terms (:‘)p’( 1 -p)“-’ decrease for i = np, V . . , n, and the last one holds for large 
n since the last sum approximates l.
To evaluate the probability of (B) we pi,+_ .Sr_ c__Ls__s_ PPR fk@ Iprnrn3 of 
robability that G’,, cannot 
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be written as an OR qf A NDs ( resp. AND of ORs) all of size ss is bounded by a~ ‘,
where CT < 5pt for suflciently large n, provided p = p(n) is CB( 1). 
Proof. In our case t = s = bk(n) therefore cu<SpL(n)$p&r)=i a 
1 - Pr( R) S sA(n)&‘n) = (2&k(n’, 
Pr(ArrB)PPr(A)-(I-Pr(B))=&-(2&$@? 
The last expression is positive for sufficiently large n, thus the restriction exists. In 
G ,+ we can merge depth 2 and 3 gates obtaining a de th k - 1 circuit. It has at 
least m input variables, its bottom fan-in is bounded by 
and the number of its depth 2 subcircuits is not 
s&m) =2 hk’fl’s 29 1’“” = Sk-i(m). 
So, for suffciently large n, G+ E CI, _I and it 
for m > nk _ l, and this contradicts the induction 
greater than 
computes an rto-ary pM function, 
hypothesis. •3 
Corollary 4.3, For each k > I. there exists a real constant D > 0 such that, for all 
suficiently large n, any depth k circuit of n variables which computes a pseudo-majority 
function must have size at least 2”“. 
roof. It suffices to consider a depth k circuit as a depth k + 1 circuit of bottom 
fan-in 1 and choose D < D,, + , . Then for sufficiently large n we have 
2 18” < 2 I:? 
1% + I
and the corollary follows. q 
Let f:N+N be such that f(n)s2”, for all nEN, and g(n)= 
-f( :‘? )) is superpolynomial. Then there exists a set A c C* with f ( n ) - 1 s 
c,( n J sf (n) srtch that no polynomial time Zt-,,n,,-ATM can accept a language 
%CWNT~( A). for C?PW k > i. _ 
Let lkl( (i=1,2 , . . .) be a sequence of all polynomial-time XC,,,,-ATMs and 
q,( ri) be a polynomial time bound of An oraclre A fulfilling the theorem will be 
constructed in stages. At the beginni A is empty. At stagej=(i,k) ((o,o) is a 
pairing function) we define n, + , and add to A words of length from the interval 
(n,, n,+ i] in such a way that COIJNTk( A) is not recognized by the machine M,. 
Stage 0: it,, = 0, A = &4. 
that is descri 
By Corollary 
is a positive real constant D. Since the function g(n) = min(f( rt), 2”” --.t*( R)) is 
superpolynomial, there is an integer n > tij such that (2g(rz ))!’ > JJ~( n). By Corollary 
4.3, no depth ai + 1, 2”,(n) -size Boolean circuit can compute a 2g(n)-ary pseudo- 
majority function. Thus the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 must be false. 
Add to A f(m) words of length m for each m # n between fij and ?I,+ t = 
By Lemma 3.2, there is a set A” with f(n) - t s !A”[ e f(n) which 
establishes the inequality L( MA) it COUNTk(A). Add A” to A and 
j+1. III 
It is easy to see that if f is computable then A is recursive. 
5. A lower bound on approximate counting 
In the previous sections, it was proved that exact counting the number of elements 
of a given length and in a given set is not feasible within a constant number of 
alternations, unless the set IS sp:!se. Xn this situation, the common method of 
overcoming lower bounds is to look for some approximate solutions. In this section, 
Theorem 5.2 combined with Lemma 5 1 give a new tower bound on the approximate 
counting problem and then, in Subsection 5.1 the possibility of further improvements 
is discussed. 
Let r,, r,:N+N be such that ra > tz and let r = r,/rz be an approximation factor. 
We define a relation Appr’ G N3 as foHows: 
Appr’(n,l, k) iff k,h(n)ds k- r(n), 
which can be read as 1 approximates k within a factor r(n). It is obvious that Appr’ 
is checkable in deterministic polynomial time, providing rl and r, are computable 
in P. We say that a function g : N-, N approximates a function f: N + N within a 
factor r (cf. [ 1111; in symbol g E ApprFun(f, r)) if for ali n E N, Appr’( n, g( n),f( n )) 
holds. 
In [ 111, Stockmeyer has proved that for each E, d > 0 there is a &machine 
such that, for every A c lE* and for an argument n given in unary, MA computes 
g(n), where g~ApprFm(c,, 1-k En’ ‘). Then he has shown that AT canncf be 
replaced by Af in this statement. What wz are going to prove is a sllightly better 
lower bound than that of [ 111. 
We define Q G N’ to be an approximation relation of a function f : tW + N an 
a factor r (in symbol Q E ApprRel(S, p.)) if 
( 
1 if If [_f(n)/r’/‘(n),f(n) l P(n)], 
O(n,O= 0 if le If(n )/F(n), Qpf) ’ r3’2(n)], 61) 
arbitrary otherwise. 
This definition might look strange at first, but t 
definition is that checking Appr’( n, l,f< n )b 
f(n) 0 r!n) is nearly as dificult as computing 
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The first lemma states that a lower bound on the complexity of ApprFun(f, r) 
can be obtaine from a lower bound on the complexity of ApprRel(f, r). 
Lemma 5.1. For every gE ApprFun(f, rl”) the relation Qg dejned as Qg(n, 1)s 
Appr’(n, i, g(n)) is an element of*ApprRel(f, r). 
roof. We have to check ( 1) on QR. Let i be from [f(n)/ r’j2( n),f( n) l #‘2(n)]. The;? 
k [(f(K) l P ONlrbG, (f(nW’(n)) l r(n)]. 
Since 
f(n)/r’l’(n)sg(n)af(n) l r”‘(n), (2) 
1 E [ g( n)/ r( n ), g(n) l r( II )] and therefore A!+( n, 1, g( n )) holds. On the other hand, 
if le [f(n),/r”“(n), f(n) l r”“(n)], then 
1 fZ [(f(n)/r’/‘(n))f+(n), (f(n) l C2(n)) l r(n)]. 
Since (2) holds, we obtain that 1 L [g( n )/r( n), g(n) l r(n)] and therefore 
Appr’( n, 1, g(n)) is not true. Cl 
We say that L c_ (1’ # 11 n, 1 E N} is an approximate counting language of a set A 
and for a factor r > 1 (in symbol L E AH?ROX(A, r)) if, for some Q E ApprRel( c,, r), 
L=(l” # ljQ(n, 1)). 
The following is the main theorem of this section. 
eorem 5.2. mere exists a recursive set A such thatfor anypolynomialfactor r we have 
APPROX(A,r)n(Z~Au17~A)=@. (3) 
To prove this we need two lemmas. The proof of the first one is based on ideas 
from [2]. 
em 3. Let s : N + N be a superpolynomial function that for almost all n fulfills 
s(n)<2”/4. Let 
L(A) = 1x1 ~AflXI) >s(lxl>>. 
Then for any jhite set B c C* and any Z$*’ ’ -machine M there exists an arbitrarilv 
!arge nu,mber n and a set D c_ 2 n such that 
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roof. Let us suppose that there exist a finite sei B and X$+A-machine M such that, 
for almost all H and any D c E”, (4) is true and the nega:ion of (5) holds. Let p, q 
be polynomials su( -1 that x E L( M’ ‘) if and only if 
3’~ V’z R' ‘(x, y, z), (6) 
where R’ ‘(x, y, z) is recognized by a deterministic TM !U” ’ in time q(lx1) and p<lxl) 
is the upper bound on the length of quantified variables. Let n be a sufficiently 
large number such that n is larger than the length of any element of B and 
2p(n)ss(n) and 2q(n)ss(n) and 
Let us fix x = I” as an input of M and let U, 
exactly is< n) elements. Consider all supersets of 
ments. There are 
K= ( 2” +(n) s’(n)+(n) ) 
such sets. For any of them, say D, x E L( B u D), therefore the condition (6) must 
be true when we consider the oracle B u D. Since y can be chosen in 2p(n’ different 
s(n) C 2”? 
be a subset of C” that contains 
U, containing exactly s’(n) ele- 
ways, for at least K/2p’ n ) such sets there is the same y for which Vpz R”“*(x, y, Z) 
holds. Let us fix this y. Let 
Forj=O,l,... , is< n) we construL;L sets Ui and Wj such that 
VDE W$ (IDI = s’( 22) and W”z R B’J D(~, y, z)), (7) 
VDE Wj UjCDg (8) 
I ql= sww, (9) 
l yl3 K/(2P’“’ l qj( n)). (10) 
The sets U,, and W, fulfil these conditions. Suppose now that sets Q_, and Wj-1 
have been constructed. We shall define Uj and Wjm 
Since lUj-,l<s(n), xeL(Bu Uj_1) and there is such z that jzlsp(n) and 
R B” u~-l(x, y, z) does not hold. By (7), for any D E wj_, , R B”“( x, y, z) holds, thus 
M’ during the computation with the oracle B u Uj_, has to ask about an element 
from D- Uj-1. Since M’ asks at most q(n) questions, for 1 W,-#q( n) many sets D 
from Wj_1, the machine has to ask about the same element t. Let Uj = Ui-, u {t} 
and Wj = {DE Wj_1 I Uj c D}. It is << SY to check that (7)-( IO) hold. 
Forj = $s( n) we arrive at a contradiction. Indeed, by (9), we know that Uj contains 
exactly s(n) elements. By (7) and (8), I&j contains at most 
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elements. But (10) implies that 
The first equality follows from the fact that 
the first inequality from 
and the last one from the implication 
-%, * 
n n+k -a- 
m m m+k’ 
Thus we have 
. Let s be as in Lemma 5.3. Then there exists a recursive oracle A such that 
roof. Using Lemma 5.3, we construct an oracle A for which (11) and (12) hold. 
Let (i= 1,2,. . .) be a sequence of all 2:“-machines. Then 
Stage 0. no = 0, A=@. 
> ni_1 and D c C” be as established in Lemma 5.3, where M = Mi 
to all elements of and set ni = qi( n), where qi is the time 
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roof of eore Let s(n) = dog” and ‘ret A be as in Lemma 5.4. Suppose that 
for some polynomial factor y there is a language L E APPRQX( A, r) n ( 17FA u lETA). 
To arrive at a contradiction we shall describe a nFA-predicate that defines L’( A j = 
)={xIcA(lxI)6s(IxI)} or a z?” -predicate that defines L(A). Let no be 
such that Vn a no r’(n) C s(n). 
Case 1. L E II:“. Then 
1” # k L iff Wpy gPt PA(l” # 2, y, z), 
where PC’ is accepted by a deterministic polyomial-time oracle TM. We define a 
predicate R”(x) 
v [Ix-l 2 no A (QAW v VPQQk O*QAk WI, 
where 
QA(~)=VP~(~ul=~~~~~~A), (13) 
&(x, J)= s(lxl)/r"2(lxl)=s I  s(lxl) l r"'(lxl)/2, (14) 
Q?(x, 1) = w’y apz PA( 1’“’ # 1, y, 2). (15) 
It is obvious that R’“(x) is a l77” -predicate. We are going to prove that R A( x) if 
and only if x E L’(A). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 1x1~ n,. 
If xE L’(A) then, by (ll), $(Ix~)s c,q(l~l) G ~(1x1) or cA(IxI) = 0. In the I,tter case, 
(13) holds. In the former case, for any I that fulfik!s (14) we have 
cA(lxl)/r’l’(l+= Is c,(lxl> l r”2(lxl) 
thus, by the definition of APPROX(A, r), 1’“’ # I is an element of L, so (15) holds. 
If xE L’(A) then cA(IxI) = s’(lxl), therefore (13) is false and, for I = s( 1x1)/ r”‘( Ixl), 
(14) holds but since I< c,J Ixl)/r”‘“( Ixl), 1’“’ # I !Z L and (15) does not hold. 
Case 2. LE 27”. Then 
l”#lEL iff 3’yV’z PA(l”#l,y,z). (16) 
Let R"(x) denote the following predicate: 
[Ix1 < n0 A c,(l-$ ’ s(lxl)l 
(17) 
This is, of course, ZF”- predicate so it suffices to prove that x E L(A) if and only if 
RA(x). 14s in Case 1, without loss of generality we may assume that 1x12 no. 
If x E L(A) then, by (1 l), we obtain that cA( 1x1) = s’( 1x1) and thus 1 Ix’ # s’)( 1x1) E L, 
by the definition of APPROX(A, r). By (16), (17) holds and so does RA(x). 
If XE L(A) then, by (ll), cA(IxI)~s(IxI) SO s”(IxI)>cA(IxI) l r”‘(lxl) and thus 
1’“’ # s’( 1x1) ti L, by the definition of A y (16), (17) does not hold 
so neither does RA(x). Cl 
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5.1. Possibilities Jar further improvements 
A careful analysis of the proof of the approximate counting upper bound [ 113 
allows us to observe that the approximation of cA( n) can be obtained by A y”-machine 
making O(log n) queries to an oracle from ZFA. So two natural questions arise. 
Can we decrease the number of questions needed to compute an approxi- 
mation of CA? 
lem 2. Is it possible to construct a set A such that one query, or more generally, 
a constant number of queries is not sufficient o compute an approximation of cA? 
Repeating the construction of [ 111, one can prove the following theorem. 
heorem 5.5. For any constant k 2 0 there exists Q 2:’ ‘-machine M such that for an** 
set Ar C”: 
(i) GCIscA(n)/r(n) then 1” # Ie L(M*), 
(ii) if Z3cA(n) l ( ) r n then 1” # IE L(MA), 
where r(n) = 1 +n-“. 
An algorithm for recognizing languages of approximate counting can be derived 
from this, which shows that the class APPROX(A, r) cannot be used to deal with 
Problem 2. 
.6. For any k > 0 there exist two ZF’ ’ -machines M, and Mz such that for 
any set AE~* the language L(A) = L(Mp)- L(Mt) is an element of 
APPROX(A, l+ n-“). 
roof. Let r(n)=l+n-” and for k’= k +2 let M be the machine from Theorem 
5. It is easy to see that for n 2 2, r(n)“‘2 1 + nqk’ holds. Let r’(n) = 1 + nmk’ and 
let 1” # 2 be an input of Mf and Mt. 
If n = 1 then MP checks directly whether c,.Jn)/r( n) b Is cA( n) l r(n) and 
ACCEPTS if and only if it is true. For n = 1, M$’ REJECTS its input. 
If n 2 2 then Mf computes deterministically 1’ = I l r(n) and starts MA on the 
input 1” # I’. Similarly, M 4 computes deterministically I” = I/ r(n) and starts MA 
on the input 1” # I”. It remains to verify that L(A) is really an element of 
APPROX(A, r). 
IF I > cA(n) l r3”( n) then I’> I”> cA( n) l r”2( n) 2 cA( n) l r’(n) so both Mf and 
$ accept. Thus 1” # IG! L(A). 
~f~~c~(n)/r”‘(n)thenl”~l’~c~(n)/r”~(n)~c,(n)/r’(n)soboth Mfand Mt 
reject. Thus 1” # 1 E 
If cA( n)/r”‘( n) (n) 9 r”/‘(n) then 1’2 CA(n) l r”“(n)> q,(n) l r’(n) and 
“s c&1)/r”‘(n)< cq(n)/r’(n), so :’ accepts and 2” rejects. hus I”# 1’~ 
). u 
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